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Abstract

While dynamic optimizers perform well when improving code generated with little compile-time optimization (-O0, -O1), optimizing code with aggressive compile-time optimizations yields little performance increase, often increasing run-time due to the overhead of identifying and building hot traces. As dynamic optimizers mostly use information also available to the compiler via profiling, their inability to improve already optimized code is not surprising.

In order to improve aggressively optimized binaries, the dynamic optimizer must utilize information that is not available to the compiler even with profile feedback. The proposed dynamic optimizer will utilize run-time data values and data object liveness information to expose additional optimization opportunities in traces. By assuming certain values remain constant or objects remain allocated, the trace must be removed when these precondition assumption become invalid. The compiler can reduce analysis overhead in the dynamic optimizer by determining which objects have long lifetimes and which objects have relatively constant values. The compiler can also insert instrumentation calling the dynamic optimizer in code regions which potentially violate trace assumptions, allowing the optimizer to sleep reducing overhead. To address redundant profiling and trace optimization in distributed environments, a server thread maintains a trace library and coordinates distributed path profiling for trusted threads of the same program.

1 Introduction and Related Work

1.1 Hardware Techniques

Computer architects have developed many hardware-based, run-time methods to improve performance. Out-of-order execution[15][16][27] allows the processor to execute any ready instruction from a fixed instruction window. Branch prediction and speculative execution prevent costly pipeline stalls. The trace cache[9][23] aids fetching by storing instructions in their dynamic execution order. Modern microprocessors implement many hardware-based, run-time optimizations.

1.2 Software Dynamic Optimization

Software-based dynamic optimization systems have only recently been explored as an alternative means to exploit run-time behavior. A few systems of this kind have been implemented for research purposes, but none have become as ubiquitous as their hardware-based counterparts. First, the dynamic optimizer observes run-time characteristics to determine hot traces, frequently executed control flow paths much like superblocks[11] each with one entrance and multiple exits. These traces are able to span procedure boundaries, even into shared libraries. Several low overhead optimizations may be performed before the trace is placed into a software managed code cache. Subsequent runs of this hot control flow path will execute as straight-lined code from the code cache. Since hot traces jump from one to another are linked together, the execution will rarely exit...
the code cache. Forming and managing hot traces adds overhead; however, the performance gain of running straight-line code generally outweighs the time spent building traces[4]. Furthermore, when simple optimizations are applied to traces, performance gains are achieved[3].

Dynamo[3] is a dynamic optimizer for a PA-RISC machine developed at Hewlett-Packard Laboratories. It acts as a native interpreter which allows it to observe run-time behavior without instrumentation. Dynamo selects potential trace heads and monitors their execution counts. When the execution count of a potential trace head goes above a hot threshold, a trace is formed. Optimizations such as elimination of redundant branches, constant propagation, and strength reduction are performed before the traces are placed into a trace cache. DynamoRIO[4], a system created during a collaboration between Hewlett-Packard and MIT, is an x86 system that is based on Dynamo. Instead of interpreting the x86 instructions, run-time information is achieved by executing instrumented basic blocks from a basic block cache. DynamoRIO also exports a rich API for a user to instrument the basic blocks and traces.


Path profiling provides superior information to dynamic optimizers though at a higher cost. Targeted Path Profiling [14] and Practical Path Profiling (unpublished) attempt to reduce the overhead associated with path profiling.

The Vulcan [25] static/dynamic binary transformation tool transforms x86, IA-64, or MSIL code into an abstract representation before transforming it back to x86, IA-64, or MSIL code. While in the abstract representation, code can easily be modified utilizing an extensive API. Mojo[5] is a dynamic optimizer that utilizes the Vulcan API to targets large, multi-threaded Microsoft Windows™ applications.

PIN [12] is Intel’s cross-platform (IA-32, IA-32E, IA-64, and ARM) instrumentation tool (with planned Microsoft Windows™ support). The ROGUE dynamic optimization system [22] is a component of PIN which exports a rich API for dynamic optimization. ROGUE is inherently portable, since it is based on PIN.

1.3 Dynamic Compilation

Dynamic-compilation systems provide similar code enhancements by delay some compilation until run-time. In the extreme, Just-In-Time (JIT) compilers (such as [24] for the Java language) compile all code at run-time, while others such as [17, 21, 10] compile only select regions of code but require programmer annotations. Calpa [20] is a tool that automates these annotations. Like the proposed research, these systems perform run-time specialization; however, the proposed research differs in that all code is precompiled, and reoptimization (binary-to-binary, opposed to source-to-binary) only occurs on hot traces, reducing the overhead due to recompiling unimportant code at run-time.

1.4 Shortcomings of Previous Work

Software dynamic optimizers have never become widely accepted for four reasons.

1. **Monitoring overhead:** The overhead associated with interpretation or running instrumented code hides some or all of the performance benefits that a dynamic optimizer provides.

2. **Poor decisions:** Since the dynamic optimizer is limited in analysis time, it is prone to making poor decisions. For example, due to the inaccuracies of edge profiling (vs path profiling), “hot
traces” are built which are never fully executed, resulting in wasted time and unnecessary code bloat (i-cache performance).

3. **Aggressive Optimization**: Since dynamic optimizers perform similar optimizations to compilers armed with profile-feedback, such as superblock/trace formation (and optimizations exploiting the additional ILP) and prefetching, they cannot achieve significant performance improvements over aggressively optimized code.

4. **Verifiability**: For many years companies have shipped programs with little or no compiler optimization. When an optimizing compiler contains a bug (common), program bugs can be created from correct code. Luckily, these bugs can be fixed and compiler optimizations can be held to higher standards of formal verification. However, even completely correct optimizations can reveal bugs in the program source which were hidden without optimization. Dynamic optimizers face a worse problem in non-repeatable bugs. Not only do random variables and user input influence control flow paths and data values but also compiler optimizations.

Dynamic compilers have never become widely accepted for four reasons.

1. **Overhead**: Allowing multiple specializations of a single code region results in significant overhead. First, a dispatcher must be used to execute the correct code region (instead of direct program flow). Secondly, maintaining a large number of region specializations reduces instruction cache performance.

2. **Annotations**: Most systems require the programmer to manual identify code regions to optimize or runtime constants with which to specialize.

3. **Source Code Revealed**: Commercial software vendors are unwilling to ship their programs with source code so that it can be dynamically compiled on customer’s home computers.

4. **Verifiability**: Like compilers and dynamic optimizers, dynamic compilers can contain or reveal bugs.

1.5 **Proposed Solutions**

**Hardware Path Profiling** Path profiling allows the dynamic optimizer to produce high-quality traces. Current research indicates that hardware performance counters can be used to efficiently generate path profiles.

**Compiler Assisted Dynamic Optimization** By allowing the compiler to perform the most costly analysis, the dynamic optimizer can reduce optimization overhead. The compiler can also pass down high-level information to the dynamic optimizer which is otherwise lost in the translation process, while not providing the source code.

**Aggressive Optimizations** The dynamic optimizer can build specialized traces based on runtime constants (and near-constants) and variable liveness. These specializations expose optimization opportunities such as aggressive memory transformations, complete loop unrolling, dead code elimination, code motion, and constant propagation and folding.
Distributing Work  A server thread maintains a trace library and coordinates distributed path profiling for trusted threads of the same program. Maintaining a trace library reduces the overhead associated with optimizing the same trace multiple times. Distributing path profiling reduces the overhead of path profiling, while potentially increasing the coverage.

Verifiability  Even after all optimizations are verified, they can still expose bugs in the original program. To verify correct behavior of a typical dynamic optimizer’s interaction with a potentially buggy program, one must run the program with all possible inputs times all possible trace building combinations. However, the approach is still not complete due to inconsistencies in shared library calls (such as different addresses or alignment of memory allocation calls). Therefore, performing an exhaustive search for possible conflicts is impossible. Instead, dynamic optimizers must maintain the semantics of common debugging tools such as assertions and run-time array bounds and pointer checking. To this end, the proposed dynamic optimizer can optimize array bounds and pointer checking to make it more feasible.

2  New Dynamic Optimization Opportunities

2.1  Run-time Near-Constants

Many optimization opportunities are lost at compilation time due to the unknown value of run-time constants. These constants are often defined in a configuration file, just out of reach of static compiler optimizations. A compiler can often determine that a value is a run-time constant, but cannot determine the value of it; therefore, the compiler can pass this information to the dynamic optimizer. Once the value is set, the optimizer can build a trace utilizing the new knowledge with constant propagation, constant folding, strength reduction, branch folding, complete loop unrolling (if the constant is a small loop counter), etc.

However, in some cases, the compiler cannot absolutely determine that the variable is only set once. In other cases, the near-constant variable receives new values infrequently; for example, on large-scale phase changes. Since the variable remains constant for long periods of execution, it is desirable to optimize traces based on these values. The compiler can insert instrumentation which calls the dynamic optimizer when the run-time near-constant is set. No urgency exists on the first call, the value is simple provided to the dynamic optimizer; however, on future calls, the optimizer must invalidate any trace that it has been built utilizing the value of the run-time near-constant.

In the 183.Equake benchmark in SPEC2000, there are three functions called phi0, phi1, and phi2, which each account for between 3% and 4% of execution (when they are not inlined). Exc.t0 is a run-time constant set in main(). Figure 1 presents the code for phi2 (slightly cleaned-up). The dynamic optimizer could remove a load instruction (the load of Exc.t0, line 2) and two floating
2.2 Aggressive Memory Transformations

Due to the inherently long latency nature of load instructions, optimizing compilers attempt to schedule loads as soon as possible, placing independent instructions between the load and its first use. Two problems impede early scheduling of loads (besides data dependencies and available registers). First, a load cannot be promoted above a store, unless it is known that that store and load have non-overlapping effective addresses, determined using pointer analysis. Second, a load cannot be moved into a basic block where it could result in a fault which could not occur in the original layout.

To systematically avoid such faults, a load can be promoted from block A to B only if the compiler can determine that the load address points to a valid object in block B. In C [1] there are three lifetimes classes for objects: static (live for entire program), automatic (live for scope), and allocated (live from allocation to free or reallocation). If the compiler can determine that the lifetime of an object extends over B as well, the load can be promoted. While the analysis for static and automatic objects is straightforward, determining liveness of an allocated object proves difficult. Typically compilers cannot determine the liveness of an allocated object, which make up a large portion of total objects (used in all dynamic data structures).

The compiler can insert instrumentation near memory management calls to monitor the liveness of allocated objects. When the dynamic optimizer builds a trace, it checks the current liveness of objects whose associated loads could be promoted. If an object is currently live, it can be promoted; however, the trace must be invalidated if the object freed or reallocated. Therefore, the compiler inserts callbacks to the dynamic optimizer near free or reallocate instructions.

Figure 2 presents an example with a law of cosines function and a Pythagorean theorem function. To increase performance it would be best to schedule the load of \texttt{costable} (line 3) as early as possible. However, it is unknown if the object to which \texttt{costable} points is valid. The object could certainly be unallocated if \texttt{pythag} was the function being called and the condition in line 3 always failed. The dynamic optimizer can check to see if \texttt{costable} has been allocated. If so, the trace can be preconditioned on \texttt{costable}'s value (the pointer) and the object to which \texttt{costable} points remaining allocated, allowing the load to be placed as early as possible, hiding memory latency.
0: int sum=0;
1: for(i=0;i<rt_const;i++) {
2:   object *obj = bc_find_object(a);
3:   if(obj && obj->base <= &a[i] && &a[i]<obj->extent)
4:     sum += a[i];
5:   else
6:     bc_error();
7: }

2.3 Run-time Bounds and Pointer Checking

Because of the difficulty of finding pointer bugs and the security problems related to running over the end of an array, run-time bounds and pointer checking has become very popular. Many languages already perform these run-time checks. Because C allows pointer arithmetic and is weakly typed, implementing these checking in C is difficult and results in significant overhead. That said, C run-time bounds and pointer checking is available in the Alpha cc compiler and gcc (via a popular patch) as well as a number of research systems [13, 26, 2].

By leveraging knowledge of run-time constants and object liveness, the dynamic optimizer can identify checks which are unnecessary in hot paths. Removing these checks in frequently executed code regions should significantly reduce overhead, while maintaining the correctness of the checks.

Figure 3 (Syntax and example borrowed from [13]) displays example code summing the first \textit{rt\_const} elements of an array with added bounds checking code. Aggressive compiler analysis reveals that line 2 could be pulled out of the loop. Furthermore line 3, 5, and 6 could be pulled, performing only a single check using the known bounds. The dynamic optimizer, however, could remove the bounds checking completely since it knows the object to which \textit{a} points, the liveness and size of \textit{a}, and the value of \textit{rt\_const} (assuming \textit{rt\_const} is a run-time constant).

3 Reducing Overhead in Distributed Environments

In scientific computing and server environments, where many threads of a program execute together for long periods of time, identical or nearly identical traces can be built and optimized multiple times in each thread. Also resources of each thread are used to build similar path profiles. The proposed dynamic optimizer utilizes a dedicated server thread to coordinate the sharing of traces and path profiles between client threads. Figure 4 provides an overview of the client-server interactions.

3.1 Shared Trace Libraries

In order to reuse traces, the proposed server thread will maintain a trace library contributed to by trusted client threads.

To create traces that can be used by another thread (possibly running on a different machine), the position dependent assignments which occur at load-time must be reversed. Additionally, control flow targets must be independent of other traces running on the machine, so targets are converted to point back to the original code. The trace and its preconditions are added to a buffer to be sent to the server thread.
A request for a trace in the library consists of a starting address combined with a state vector (whose elements are determined per region by the compiler). Because the overhead associated with requesting a trace is high (especially if no trace exists in the library), the thread may decide to generate the trace itself.

The server thread stores incoming traces in lists chosen by a hash-table keyed on the starting address. When servicing a request the server compares the state transmitted in the request to the preconditions of the traces (matching the starting address) in the library. The server can send back multiple connectible traces (as a prefetch mechanism of sorts).

3.2 Shared Path Profiling

In order to reduce the overhead and increase the coverage of path profiling, the server can distribute the profiling between clients. Clients are issued overlapping portions of code on which to perform path profiling and report back to the server. By analyzing differences in overlapping path profiles, the server is able to construct a specialized path profile for each client.

4 Research Framework

Figure 5 (ROGUE portion adapted from [22]) is a high level overview of the three components of the project: the IMPACT compiler, the ROGUE dynamic optimizer, and the preconditioned trace ROGUE plug-in module.

Compilation  The IMPACT research compiler implements aggressive pointer analysis. A front-end module will be added for bounds checking and identification of constants, near-constants, and long-lived objects. The back-end module will add instrumentation (on assignment to run-time constants and memory management) which calls the dynamic optimizer and will be responsible for transferring the front-end module’s analysis to the dynamic optimizer.

Dynamic Optimization Environment  Using the ROGUE API, I can build a module which ROGUE will call to perform the new trace optimizations. Additionally, the module can call on the cache manager to remove a trace (once its preconditions have been invalidated).
Figure 5: High Level Outline
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